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Entropy and information provide natural measures of correlation among elements in a network. We
construct here the information theoretic analog of connected correlation functions: irreducible N-point
correlation is measured by a decrease in entropy for the joint distribution of N variables relative to the
maximum entropy allowed by all the observed N  1 variable distributions. We calculate the ‘‘connected information’’ terms for several examples and show that it also enables the decomposition of the
information that is carried by a population of elements about an outside source.
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In statistical physics and field theory, the nature of
order in a system is characterized by correlation functions. These ideas are especially powerful because there is
a direct relation between the correlation functions and
experimental observables such as scattering cross sections and susceptibilities. As we move toward the analysis
of more complex systems, such as the interactions among
genes or neurons in a network, it is not obvious how to
construct correlation functions which capture the underlying order. On the other hand it is possible to observe
directly the activity of many single neurons in a network
or the expression levels of many genes, and hence real
experiments in these systems are more like Monte Carlo
simulations, sampling the distribution of network states.
Shannon proved that, given a probability distribution
over a set of variables, entropy is the unique measure of
what can be learned by observing these variables, given
certain simple and plausible criteria (continuity, monotonicity, and additivity) [1]. By the same arguments, mutual
information arises as the unique measure of the interdependence of two variables or two sets of variables.
Defining information theoretic analogs of higher order
correlations has proved to be more difficult [2 –10]. When
we compute N-point correlation functions in statistical
physics and field theory, we are careful to isolate the
connected correlations, which are the components of
the N-point correlation that cannot be factored into correlations among groups of fewer than N observables. We
propose here an analogous measure of connected information which generalizes precisely our intuition about
connectedness and interactions from field theory; a
closely related discussion for quantum information has
been given recently [11].
Consider N variables fxi g, i  1; 2; . . . ; N, drawn from
the joint probability distribution Pfxi g; this has an entropy [12],
X
Sfxi g   Pfxi g logPfxi g:

(1)

fxi g
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The fact that N variables are correlated means that the
entropy Sfxi g is smaller than the sum of the entropies for
each variable individually,
X
Sfxi g < Sxi :
(2)
i

The total difference in entropy between the interacting
variables and the variables taken independently can be
written as [2,3]
2
3
X
X
Pfx
g
Ifxi g  Sxi   Sfxi g  Pfxi g log4Q i 5;
Pj xj 
i
fx g
i

j

(3)
which is the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the
true distribution Pfxi g and the ‘‘independent’’ model
formed
by taking the product of the marginals,
Q
j Pj xj . This has been called the multi-information; it
provides a general measure of nonindependence among
multiple variables in a network.
The multi-information alone does not tell us how much
of the nonindependence among N variables is intrinsic to
the full N variables and how much can be explained from
pairwise, triple, and higher order interactions. For example, if the xi’s are binary variables or equivalently
Ising spins i , and if the full distribution Pf i g is a
conventional Ising model with pairwise exchange interactions, then in an obvious sense there is nothing ‘‘new’’
to learn by observing triplets of spins that cannot be
learned by looking at all the pairs. On the other hand, if
3 is formed as the exclusive OR ( XOR) of the variables 1
and 2 , then the essential structure of P 1 ; 2 ; 3  is
contained in a three-spin interaction; if 1 an 2 are
chosen at random as inputs to the XOR , then all pairwise
mutual informations among the i will be zero, although
the multi-information will be 1 bit (Fig. 1).
What we would like to do in our example of three
variables is to separate that component of Ix1 ; x2 ; x3 
which is expected from observations on pairs of variables
 2003 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. The values of multi-information, connected information of orders 2 and 3, the pairwise mutual information, and
pairwise redundancy for three binary variables, whose probability distribution is given by the logical functions AND, OR ,
and XOR (with the inputs 1 and 2 chosen at random), and the
case of ferromagnetic interaction, FM.

from that component which is intrinsic to the triplet.
Observing the variables in pairs means that
P we can construct all of the pairwise marginals Pij  xk Pxi ; xj ; xk .
Knowledge of these marginals provides (in general) a
partial characterization of the full probability distribution Px1 ; x2 ; x3 . Following Jaynes [13] we can quantify
this knowledge by saying that the pairwise marginals set
a maximum value of the entropy for the full distribution.
More generally, if we have N variables and we observe all
the subsets of k elements, then there is a maximum
entropy for the distribution Pfxi g that is consistent
with all of the kth order marginals. Let us write this
maximum entropy distribution by P~k fxi g and denote
the entropy of a probability distribution by SP ; note that
P~ 1 fxi g 

n
Y

Pi xi ;

(4)

i1

and that P~N fxi g is just the true distribution Pfxi g.
Then we can decompose the multi-information among
the N variables into a sequence of terms:
"
#
N
N
Y
X
Ifxi g  S
Pi xi  SPfxi g 
ICk fxi g; (5)
i1

k2

where we define the connected information of order k,
ICk fxi g  SP~k1 fxi g  SP~k fxi g :

(6)

The connected information of order k is positive or zero;
it represents the amount by which the maximum possible
entropy of the system decreases when we go from knowing only the marginals of order k  1 to knowing also the
marginals of order k. Each time that we increase the
number of elements that we can observe simultaneously
we uncover a potentially richer set of correlations, leading
to a reduction in the maximum possible entropy; the
connected information measures this entropy reduction.
Computing the connected information requires that we
construct the maximum entropy distributions consistent
with marginals of order k. In general this is a difficult
problem. Recall that to maximize the entropy when we
know the expectation values of functions F fxi g, the
238701-2
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resulting probability distribution
is of the Boltzmann
P
form, Pfxi g / exp   F fxi g , where the  are
Lagrange multipliers conjugate to each function [13]. We
can think of each marginal distribution as a set of expectation values over the full distribution, so that we need
one Lagrange multiplier for each k-tuple of x values. The
distribution P~k thus has the form of a Boltzmann distribution with k-body interactions; these interactions are
arbitrary functions which have to be determined by
matching the observed marginals. As an example, for
three variables with known pairwise marginals the maximum entropy distribution takes the form
1
P~ 2 x1 ; x2 ; x3   exp12 x1 ; x2   23 x2 ; x3 
Z
(7)
 31 x3 ; x1  :
For a physical system that has at most K-body interactions
among the N variables, PK will be the exact distribution.
Correspondingly, ICk  0 for k > K.
In general the functions  are difficult to determine
from the observed marginals, but this is not the case for
k  1. This is a well known but important point: the
maximum entropy distribution consistent with one-body
marginals is just the product of the marginals, but the
maximum entropy distribution consistent even with twobody (pairwise) marginals is not simply written in terms
of the marginals because the observed two-body correlations include an average over interactions with all other
degrees of freedom. As a result, even the second order
maximum entropy distributions for N variables are not
simply related to the pairwise marginals, and the second
order connected information is not simply related to the
mutual information among pairs of variables; IC2 is larger
than the mutual information between any pair of variables, but is not equal to their sum.
The fact that maximum entropy distributions have an
exponential form, and in the binary or Ising case this
form includes only a finite set of parameters, connects our
discussion with previous work. A number of authors have
used the maximum entropy distribution for families of
parametrized models as part of statistical tests for the existence of higher order interactions [4,8,14] In related
work, Amari [9] has constructed a geometry on the parameter space for exponential families using the Fisher
information as a metric, and in this geometry the maximum entropy distributions are orthogonal projections
onto subspaces of the full parametric space (see also
[5]). Rather than providing a parametric model of kth
order interactions and determining a confidence level,
the set of ICk provides a quantitative characterization of
the relative importance of various order interactions,
independent of parametrization.
As examples (Fig. 1), consider three binary or Ising
variables related either by Boolean functions (AND, OR ,
XOR) or coupled through a pairwise ferromagnetic interaction (FM). For these simple functions, we find that the
238701-2
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multi-information is composed of either pure two-body
interactions or pure three-body ones, as our intuition
suggests. When we add noise either to the input or output
of the Boolean functions (Fig. 2) we degrade the correlations, but more interestingly we find that pure two-body
interactions such as AND and OR show a three-body interaction component for some types of noise (even for
noise sources which are state dependent). For the pure
three-body XOR , noise may result in the appearance of
two-body interactions. For these three functions, input
noise changes only the strength of the existing interactions, rather than introducing a new kind of effective
interaction.
As is familiar in physical examples, if we observe only
some of the elements of a network then the effect of the
hidden elements may be to create new effective interactions among the observed elements. As examples (Fig. 3),
when one hidden binary element determines the nature of
pure pairwise interaction among the remaining elements,
the observable subnetwork can have an effective threebody interaction. Alternatively, for a network with only
pure three-body interactions, hidden elements can induce
an effective two-body interaction among the observables.
As noted above, the connected information at second
order (for example) cannot be written simply in terms of
the mutual information among pairs of variables. Many
previous authors have looked for linear combinations of
mutual information measures which might provide mea-

sures of higher order interaction, and among these one
approach is of particular interest [2,3,6,7,10]: If we draw
a Venn diagram of regions in the plane corresponding to
the variables x1 ; x2 ; x3 , identifying areas with entropies,
then the mutual information Ixi ; xj  between two variables is the area of their intersection, and there is a unique
region shared by all three variables; with the area-entropy
correspondence the size of this ‘‘triplet information’’ is
X
X
I3  Sxi   Sxi ; xj  Sx1 ; x2 ; x3 
i

i<j

 Ix1 ; x2 ; x3  

X

Ixi ; xj :

(8)

i<j

This proposal for measuring a pure triplet information
has natural generalizations to more than three variables.
There are at least two difficulties with the triplet information defined by I3 (see a thorough discussion in [3]).
First, despite the identification of shared information
with areas in the plane, we find that I3 can be negative
(AND, OR , and XOR in Fig. 1). Second, I3 can be nonzero
even for networks that have only pairwise interactions
(FM in Fig. 1).
Rather than ‘‘triplet information,’’ I3 actually compares [2,3] the information that x1 and x2 together provide
about x3 with the information that these two variables
provide separately:
I3  Ix1 ; x3 

Ix2 ; x3   Ifx1 ; x2 g; x3 :

(9)

This comparative measure of information is symmetric

FIG. 2 (color). Correlated information of orders 2 and 3 and
the multi-information for three variables whose joint probability distribution is given by noisy logical functions. Each panel
presents the IC’s and I values for a noisy version of one Boolean
gate (XOR in first row, OR in second, AND in third), as a function of noise amplitude. The three types of noise are output
noise (probability of flipping 3 ), input noise (probability of
flipping 1 ), and input-dependent output noise (probability of
flipping 3 , given that 1  1 and 2  1).
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FIG. 3 (color). Correlated information of orders 2 and 3 and
the multi-information, for networks of three binary observable elements, 1 ; 2 ; 3 , with one hidden binary element 4 .
(a) IC ’s and I values for a network where the value of 4 determines the pairwise interaction between the other elements: if
4  0 then 3  AND 1 ; 2 ; if 4  1 then the interaction
among the observable variables is (pairwise) ferromagnetic
with a finite temperature (  0:1). Information values are
plotted as a function of   P 4  0. P 1 ; 2 ; 3  in (b)
same as (a), but for a 4 -dependent mixture of AND and OR. For
this case there is no effective three-body interaction. (c) IC ’s
and I for the three observable binary variables network, where
the full four element network has pure three-body interactions,
plotted as a function of the inverse temperature .
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under permutation of the indices, so the labeling of variables as 1, 2, 3 is arbitrary. If I3 is positive, then any pair
xi and xj are redundant in terms of the information that
they provide about the remaining xk . If I3 is negative, then
there is synergy—two variables taken together are more
informative than they are when taken separately.
The question of synergy and redundancy brings us back
to one of the primary motivations for this analysis.
Consider the responses x1 ; x2 ; . . . ; xN of a collection of
elements to some stimulus y — for example, a group of
neurons responding to a sensory stimulus. For each
neuron i we can ask how much information the response
provides about the sensory world, Ixi ; y. When we look
at a pair of neurons, we can ask whether these neurons
provide redundant or synergistic information [using
Eq. (9); see, e.g., [15,16]]. Similarly for a large population
of neurons we can compare the information in the population, Ifxi g; y, with the sum P
of informations provided
by the neurons individually, i Ixi ; y. This comparison, however, does not tell us whether (for example) the
synergy in the population is the result of pairwise correlations or whether there are special combinations of
responses across all three or more neurons which provide extra information. The possible significance of such
multineuron combinatorial events has been discussed for
many years (see, e.g., [17–19]).
We recall that the information provided by a population
of neurons can be written as
Ifxi g; y  SPfxi g  hSPfxi gjy iy ;

(10)

where h  iy denotes an average over the distribution
of sensory inputs. The redundancy of the population is
defined as
Rfxi g 

N
X

Ixi ; y  Ifxi g; y;

(11)

i1

where negative R corresponds to synergy. We note that R
can be written as the difference between two multi-information terms,
Rfxi g 

SPxi   SPfxi g



N
X

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]

[9]
[10]

[12]

i1

+
SPxi j y  SPfxi g j y

:

(12)

y

The first term is the multi-information in the distribution
of neural responses, which measures the extent to which
the total ‘‘vocabulary’’ of the population is reduced
through correlations, while the second term is the
multi-information in the distribution of responses to a
given stimulus. Each of these terms in turn can be expanded as a sum of connected informations, so that
238701-4

ICk fxi g  hICk fxi gjyiy ;

(13)

where ICk fxi gjy is the connected information of order k
in the network of fxi g, for a given value of y. By analogy
with the discussion of synergy in pairs [16], the terms
ICk fxi g quantify the contribution of kth order interactions to restricting the vocabulary of the population response (much as not all k letter combinations form words
in English), while the terms hICk fxi gjyiy quantify the
contribution of kth order correlations to reducing the
noise in the population response.
To summarize, the maximum entropy construction of
connected information presented here provides us both
with a method for decomposing the correlations within a
network and for quantifying the contribution of these
correlations to the information that network states can
provide about external signals. Since any part of a network can be thought of as ‘‘external’’ to its complement,
this unified discussion of internal correlations and the
representation of external signals is attractive.
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